Case Study

Rural and agriculture sector

Our aim is to
provide you
with draft
accounts
within 30
days.

Our agriculture team have a genuine
knowledge of the sector and the relevant
experience to help you. In addition, we
have a thorough understanding of the
day to day issues faced by farming
businesses. We want you to know that
your accounting and tax affairs are in
order and that you can call on us for
whatever additional support you may
need.

We know how important this is for
agricultural and rural businesses. In a
continually changing industry, that also faces
the pressures of the unpredictable English
weather, having your accounts finalised
allows time to take stock of the last year,
develop budgets for next year and plan for
the future.

FROM THE START

We offer you the support to make your
business a success. After the accounts
preparation process has finished we are on
hand to help with tax planning, succession
planning, budgets and business planning.
Whether you want to diversify or would
like to improve your margins we will work
alongside you to make it happen.

When you come to us as a new client we
take the time to make sure we understand
your present situation and your plans for the
future. By understanding your rural business
and what is important to you we can offer
a tailored package and provide you with the
service you want.

THE PROCESS
Our agricultural team are experienced with
both manual records and computerised
bookkeeping systems. From cashbooks
to excel spread sheets, from Farmplan to
Landmark Key Accounts, SUM IT and Sage
our understanding of the systems used by
you makes the accounts production process
run like clockwork.

A HELPING HAND

THE NEXT STEP
For further information or to arrange
a meeting to discuss your specific
requirements, please contact one of our
specialists:
http://rural-and-agriculture.uhy-uk.com.

We have the software package you use in
all our offices so we simply take a back-up
and restore it on our system. This way we
can get the information we need to prepare
your accounts and all without troubling you!

A TIMELY RESPONSE
Our aim is to provide you with draft
accounts within 30 days of receiving the
records.

Helping you prosper
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